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Characterization of Macular Neovascularization Subtypes in  
Age-Related Macular Degeneration to Optimize Treatment Outcomes

Background 
Despite the efficacy of anti-vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) therapies, 
long-term treatment and follow-up are 
necessary to maintain visual gains in 
patients with neovascular age-related 
macular degeneration (nAMD),1 with more 
than 85% of patients requiring multiple 
injections of anti-VEGF therapy after 
the initial treatment doses.2 However, 
a lack of consensus recommendations 
results in varied patient management 
in the subsequent treatment period. 
Many efforts have been made to classify  
nAMD pathology and the different types 
of macular neovascularization (MNV).3-5  
Recent developments in imaging 
techniques have improved the visualization 
of the retina, allowing more precise 
MNV localization and classification.6 
Many ophthalmology centers now use 
multimodal imaging in routine practice 
and are therefore able to classify MNV 
subtypes before deciding on a specific 
treatment regimen. Accurately assessing 
MNV subtypes can provide information on 
expected prognosis and aid in optimizing 
treatment. Furthermore, a clearly defined 
classification of MNV can predict functional 
and anatomic outcomes after treatment 
and allows the individualization of treatment 
regimens according to a patient’s MNV 
subtype.

A review of the literature and available 
evidence7 was conducted to:

• Describe and define MNV subtypes  
in nAMD

• Provide recommendations on tailoring 
treatments to the different MNV subtypes

Viewpoint
To optimize functional outcomes in patients with nAMD, the treatment regimen 

should be individualized for each patient, according to the type of MNV. In all 

cases, treatment should be initiated promptly, as early as possible. Multimodal 

imaging, ideally including optical coherence tomography (OCT), fluorescein 

angiography, and indocyanine green angiography, although this may not always 

be feasible, should be used in conjunction to accurately classify the lesion as 

type 1, 2, or 3 MNV or mixed. The decision tree below was developed to guide 

tailoring of the treatment regimen according to MNV subtype.

1.  Patients with type 1 lesions should be treated with an individualized 

treat-and-extend (T&E) regimen with extended treatment and 

observation periods

• Type 1 lesions often require more anti-VEGF injections than other types 

of MNV8

• As long-term outcomes are typically better than for other MNV 

subtypes,8 an individualized regimen such as T&E should be proposed 

as a priority to reduce patient burden

 – A fixed-dose regimen, although not the treatment of choice, could be 

proposed when T&E is not feasible due to resource or organizational 

constraints, depending on the observed time to recurrence

• Prolonged treatment and observation periods are necessary to avoid 

the development of polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy and related 

complications
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! Variations in opinion

MNV
Initial

treatment
Long-term
treatment

Type 1

Type 2

Mixed type 1/2

Type 3
(stage 2 or 3)

Type 3
(stage 1 relapsing)

Type 3
(stage 1 stable)

After the first 2 years, and
after at least 3 consecutive
q12w intervals without
disease reactivation

PRN

Classify MNV
subtype using

multimodal
imaging

T&E*T&E*

*Fixed should not be the treatment regimen of choice but can be used in some instances where T&E is not feasible due to 
resource or organizational constraints. PRN, pro re nata (as needed); q12w, once every 12 weeks; T&E, treat-and-extend.

PRN
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2) Patients with type 2 lesions should be treated according to treatment 

duration

• Type 2 lesions usually respond quickly to anti-VEGF therapy but are 

prone to the development of fibrotic scars, a risk factor for poor visual 

outcomes8-10

• Type 2 lesions may be treated using an intense T&E regimen in the first  

2 years, extending beyond once every 12 weeks (q12w) if possible

• After the first 2 years, purely type 2 lesions can be managed with careful 

and frequently monitored PRN (pro re nata; as needed) treatment (after 

at least three consecutive q12w intervals without disease reactivation)

3) Patients with mixed lesions (containing both type 1 and type 2 

components) should be treated proactively

• Mixed lesions can be monitored using an intense T&E regimen in the 

first 2 years

• After the first 2 years, mixed lesions can be managed on a case-by-case 

basis with T&E or careful and frequently monitored PRN treatment (after 

at least three consecutive q12w intervals without disease reactivation)

4) Patients with type 3 lesions should be treated according to the stage 

of the lesion

• Type 3, stage 1: Patients having reached stability after three initial 

treatment doses can be kept on a strict (monthly) PRN regimen with 

contralateral eye checks

 – Non-stable or relapsing stage 1: Patients should be switched to a 

proactive regimen (T&E or fixed)

• Type 3, stage 2 or 3: Patients should be treated with a proactive regimen

• Type 3 lesions tend to be very sensitive to anti-VEGF therapy, and 

treating early leads to better visual outcomes with fewer recurrences 

and injections

• The incidence of geographic atrophy appears to be higher in type 3  

lesions than in other MNV subtypes, and the fellow eye frequently 

develops neovascular complications11,12 and should therefore be closely 

monitored

Further considerations
Correct assessment of the MNV subtype provides information on a 

patient’s prognosis and helps to determine the preferred treatment 

regimen. Additional biomarkers, perhaps as found on OCT 

angiography, are needed to better optimize treatment outcomes. 

The role of OCT angiography in distinguishing between MNV subtypes needs to 

be clarified, but there has been some success in the use of this technology to 

define the subtype.13,14 Furthermore, longer follow-up studies of treated patients 

with type 1–3 MNV are necessary to describe MNV transformation under anti-

VEGF therapy.

Further studies are needed to determine the correlation of MNV type with 

additional visually relevant changes, such as photoreceptor death and retinal 

pigment epithelial atrophy, and whether these factors can be predicted in 

order to develop additional therapies. Due to the evolving treatment paradigms 

for polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy, this diagnosis should be considered, 

especially when the initial imaging is not typical of other MNV subtypes or when 

treatment outcomes are not as expected.
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